
KUWAIT: Last week, the minutes of the Fed’s May meeting indicat-
ed a substantial level of debate over the mechanism of approaching
inflation. The summary released last Wednesday also pointed to an
interest rate hike in June, which the market has already priced in.
Meanwhile, the probability of three additional hikes by the Fed this
year sits at 36 percent currently, as the core PCE is at 1.9 percent
while the headline rate is at 2 percent. Finally, the market is expect-
ing further inflationary pressures on the US economy as oil prices
surge to 4-year highs.

Regarding the increasingly volatile
US foreign policy, trade negotiations
and global politics have been the focus
of the Trump Administration recently.
The latest development in US-China
trade relation came from Treasury
Secretary Steven Mnuchin, who said
that the plan to impose tariffs on China
has been suspended. Additionally,
President Trump tweeted that the
Chinese had agreed to purchase
unspecified amounts of American farm
products. On the other hand, Donald Trump cancelled the summit
with Kim Jong Un, which was supposed to take place in Singapore,
due to the comments made by North Korea which were perceived
as hostile by Trump. 

In debt markets, the on-going hiking cycle and the increasing
expectations of future rate hikes by the Federal Reserve pushed
the 2-year treasury yield to 2.55 percent. The yield sits above the
yields available on much longer-dated 10-year sovereign bench-
marks such as Canada, the UK, Italy, France and Germany. This
means that an investor can get a better fixed rate holding US
two-year paper than by tying up their money in 10-year global
bonds. In FX markets, the dollar capitalized on its supremacy
amongst major rivals and gained 0.37 percent throughout the

week. The greenback which is supported by solid fundamentals
and the on-going monetary divergence managed to close the
week at 94.25.

Political turmoil in Italy
Eleven weeks after an inconclusive election, Italian politics con-

tinue to face turbulence. This time, the populist parties which are
expected to form the next government, are locked in a standoff

with the Italian president after they
nominated a Eurosceptic economist
for the post of finance minister in their
new populist government. This insta-
bility has not been kind to Europe’s
third largest economy, where govern-
ment bonds continue to be sold off at
an alarming rate. Adding fuel to fire,
the anti-establishment parties have
indicated their intention of repealing
laws allowing banks to forcibly recov-
er debts from Italian citizens without
judicial approval, pushing Italian bank

stocks over the ledge. Next, the parties are expected to take the
fight to the EU, where they have a tall order that includes asking for
forgiveness of 250 billion euros of Italian debt.

PMI drops in the eurozone
The composite PMI of the Eurozone sank in May to an 18-

month low of 54.1 down from 55.1. The figure came in below all
forecasts, which have already predicted a dip to 55.0. Recently,
growth in the Eurozone has been steadily weakening after out-
pacing its peers in 2017. Therefore, questions are being asked as
to whether the ECB has the stomach to take the eurozone off its
easing program. The disappointing figure resulted in a struggling
Euro which reached a low of 1.1676.

UK inflation drops 
The pound sterling fell to its lowest level this year hitting a low

of 1.3306. The fall came after the release of inflation data showing
that the CPI fell unexpectedly for the second consecutive month
in April, reaching a 13-month low of 2.4 percent. The Brexit vote
in 2016 had the effect of rising inflation, as the fall in the pound
led to higher import prices. But we are seeing the figure fall now
faster than most economists had forecast, making people ques-
tion the timing of any increase in interest rates and the extent of
inflation pressure.

Carney on growth 
BoE governor Mark Carney had said that the rate of economic

growth in Britain is likely to rebound in the second quarter, and
interest rates are still likely to rise gradually this year. Carney dis-
agreed with the assessment of the Office for National Statistics
that snow had not depressed economic performance in the first
quarter. He mentioned that the BoE’s regional agents and ground
contacts suggested a significant snow effect, deducting between
0.1 to 0.2 percentage points from the first quarter growth rate.

UK GDP 2nd estimate
UK gross domestic product (in volume terms) was estimated

to have increased by 0.1 percent between Q4’17 and Q1’18, unre-
vised from the preliminary estimate. 

When comparing GDP growth in the most recent quarter to
the same quarter a year ago, we see a continuation of a pattern of
slowing growth, in part reflecting a slowing in the growth of con-
sumer-facing industries. The services industries increased by 0.3
percent in Q1 2018; while construction decreased by 2.7 percent
in Q1 2018. While the bad weather had some impact on the econo-
my, particularly in construction and some areas of retail, its overall
effect was limited, with partially offsetting impacts in energy sup-
ply and online sales.

Japan struggles to boost inflation
Inflation in Japan continues to move further away from the

Bank of Japan’s target. The trend seems to be set on a downward
path as of the latest Tokyo inflation report. According to the
Japanese government, inflation excluding fresh food prices, known
as core inflation, rose by just 0.5 percent in Tokyo in the year to
May, down from 0.6 percent in the 12 months to April. It now sits
at the lowest level since September last year, casting doubt as to
when, if ever, the Bank of Japan will be able to achieve its 2 per-
cent annual target. Excluding both fresh food and energy prices,
inflation in the capital rose by just 0.2 percent over the year, again,
below the 0.3 percent level reported one month earlier. Headline
inflation, including all items, rose by 0.4 percent from a year earli-
er, below the 0.5 percent figure released for April.

Kuwaiti dinar
USDKWD opened at 0.30225 yesterday morning.
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Fed debates approach to inflation 

Tensions over Sino-US trade dispute ease

BoE’s Carney
says economic
growth poised

to rebound

Fed up Spanish 
cities are bursting 
Airbnb’s bubble
MADRID: Spain may be one of the world’s top
tourist destinations, but many people in its
biggest cities have grown exasperated with
Airbnb-style rentals.

And now, their city councils are taking
action. Airbnb and other peer-to-peer rental
websites have for years been credited with
enabling lovers of travel and culture to find new
ways to explore foreign lands. However, com-
plaints have abounded in Spain that greedy
landlords are throwing out long-term tenants in
order to cash in on the tourist flow, and that the
short-term leases are pushing up rent.

By introducing a slew of new rules,
Madrid’s leftwing city hall plans to make it
impossible for short-term rental companies to
rent out 95 percent of apartments in the
Spanish capital by the end of the year. To get a
holiday rental license homeowners will have to
prove their property has a separate entrance
from the rest of the building-a condition that is
in most cases impossible to fulfil.

Homeowners who rent their primary resi-
dence for less than three months a year will be
exempt. “We are aware that this is a very
restrictive condition, and that is our intention,”
Madrid’s city councillor for sustainable urban
development, Jose Manuel Calvo, said.

He said certain Madrid neighborhoods have
reached “the same saturation level” as
Barcelona, where a boom in holiday rentals has
drained the city’s housing supply and pushed
up rents, sparking a backlash against tourists
that saw protesters take to the streets.

Locals out? 
There are now around 9,000 flats in

Madrid that are rented out to tourists, six to
seven times more than in 2013, Calvo said. Of
these, about 2,000 operate without a license.
In some buildings landlords have evicted all
local residents in order to rent their flats to
tourists for more money, Calvo explained.

“The consequence is that these neighbor-
hoods end up emptying out gradually, and this
must be prevented. There is still time,” he said.
Madrid city hall in January stopped issuing
new licenses for tourist apartments, and only
plans to resume licensing once the new system
is in place.

‘Theme parks’ 
Other cities in Spain, the world’s second

most visited country after France according to
the UN World Tourism Organization, are also
facing a surge in the number of sharing econo-
my short-term rentals, threatening hotel busi-
nesses. In the Mediterranean port city of
Valencia the number of peer-to-peer holiday
apartments has soared by 30 percent since
2016. While the situation is not as critical as in
Madrid and Barcelona, the city’s leftwing may-
or wants a raft of new regulations to be
approved by July. — AFP

Brazil truckers’ 
strike enters 
sixth day
RIO DE JANEIRO: A truckers strike that has
paralyzed Brazil entered its sixth day
Saturday as government troops slowly cleared
roads of barricades in a bid to break the
impasse. The strike over a hike in diesel prices
has caused widespread fuel shortages that
have shut down urban transportation systems,
crippled industries and sent prices of food
and fuel soaring.

“We are moving toward getting back to
normal but it is not a rapid thing,” said Sergio
Etchegoyen, the minister for institutional
security. In a televised address Friday,
President Michel Temer declared he had
“mobilized the security forces” to clear the
roads. “We are not going to permit that the
population does not have access to essential
goods... that hospitals do not have necessary
medicines to save lives,” he said. Cabinet
Secretary Carlos Marun, speaking after a
cabinet meeting Saturday, said authorities
were seeking arrest warrants for trucking
companies that “lock out” employees.

By Saturday, government troops had
begun escorting fuel trucks to open access to
refineries, principally in Duque de Caxias,
near Rio de Janeiro.

The Defense Ministry said 132 of 519 bar-
ricades had been cleared on roads around the
vast South American country. But gas stations
have run dry and supplies of perishable pro-

duce were increasingly scarce in stores. The
Sao Paulo union of fuel distributors said 99
percent of the gas stations in Brazil’s industrial
capital were out of fuel and it would take up
to a week to return to normal once the strike
is ended. Sao Paulo mayor Bruno Covas, who
declared a state of emergency on Friday, said
the situation in his city was “serious, but
under control.”

‘Generalized irresponsibility’ 
In Rio, the agency that runs a network of

articulated buses that link numerous working
class neighborhoods said the service has been
“interrupted for an undetermined period of
time” because of fuel shortages. A lack of fuel
also forced the cancellation of flights from

Brasilia, paralyzed auto assembly plants, and
reduced the operations of the refrigerated
storage industry. But in Brasilia most roads
were open by Saturday and some gas stations
had been to be resupplied. 

In an editorial on Saturday, the daily O
Estado de Sao Paulo blamed the state of affairs
on a “generalized irresponsibility” both on the
part of the strikers and the government, which
it said acted “too slowly.” With five months to
go before October’s presidential election, the
strike has further eroded the stature of an
unpopular center-right government. On Friday,
Temer blamed the road closures and ensuing
chaos on “a radical minority,” who had defied a
15 day truce agreed the day before with sever-
al truckers unions. — AFP

SAO PAULO: Members of the Brazilian Military Police and Sao Paulo’s traffic police carry out
an operation to clear blocked “Rodoanel Mrio Covas” road, in the city of Sao Bernardo do
Campo, some 25 kilometers from Sao Paulo, Brazil during the sixth day of a truckers’ strike
protesting rising fuel costs, on Saturday. — AFP


